An exhilarating, photo-filled journey through the history of America’s favorite toy trains, The Lionel Legend whisks readers through more than a century of Lionel. Veteran hobby historian and author Robert Schleicher conducts us all the way back to Joshua Lionel Cohen’s 1902 “electric cheese box”--the train that started everything--right up to the high-tech, meticulously detailed Lionels of today. This thoroughly entertaining book features an astonishing variety of Lionels--the famous and the fascinatingly rare--steam and diesel engines, freight and passenger cars, action accessories and cars, track and transformers.

Lavishly illustrated with modern color photography, vintage advertising, and historic images of the “real” prototype trains, The Lionel Legend charts the course of what is arguably America’s most-enduring toy-industry icon.

My Personal Review:
If you are looking for a book that is full of historical facts then this book isn’t for you. If you looking for a book that is full of great photos then you will love it. I’ve read other books that go into great detail about properties that Lionel owned, deeds, plots, dates, etc. and they were great but I found this book to be fun to read look at the pictures and just enjoy....
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